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5.3.6 Support of multimedia calls 

5.3.6.1 Service description 

The 3GPP circuit-switched multimedia call is based on the 3G-324M [26.111], which is a 3GPP-variant of the ITU-T 
H.324 recommendation. CS Multimedia telephony is a Bearer Service, which utilizes the Synchronous Transparent 
Data service (BS30) [3]. 

At the multimedia call setup the required call type, 3G-324M, is indicated, for the network to be able to invoke 
appropriate interworking functionality. In the peer end the H.324 information is used to invoke the terminal application. 
In addition to H.324 indication the terminal must select Information Transfer Capability (ITC) for the multimedia call. 
The 'correct' ITC depends on the peer end and the transporting networks; an all-ISDN call is a UDI/RDI call, and a call, 
which involves PSTN, is an analog "3.1 kHz audio" call. 

For the case when the setup of a multimedia call is not successful, fallback to speech is specified. 

Users may also request a service change between UDI/RDI multimedia and speech modes during a call (see 3GPP TS 
23.172 [97]). 

5.3.6.2 Call establishment 

For both mobile originating and mobile terminating calls, the normal call establishment procedures apply, with the 
exceptions specified in the following subclauses. 

For further description of the function of MSC/IWF in the following clauses, see 3GPP TS 29.007 [38]. 

5.3.6.2.1 Mobile originated multimedia call establishment 

At call setup the required call type, 3G-324M, is indicated by the originating MS in the SETUP message, with the 
bearer capability IE parameter Other Rate Adaptation set to "H.223 and H.245". 

For analogue multimedia, the support of a fallback to speech is requested by including two bearer capability IEs, 
multimedia first and speech as the second BC in the SETUP message. The MS shall indicate fallback to speech by these 
two BC IEs and the associated Repeat Indicator set to "support of fallback". 

For UDI/RDI multimedia, the support of a fallback and service change is requested by including two bearer capability 
IEs, with the first BC as the preferred service in the SETUP message. The MS shall indicate service change and fallback 
by these two BC IEs and the associated Repeat Indicator set to "support of service change and fallback". 

If the bearer capability IE received from the MS indicates no A/Gb mode support for the requested bearer service, the 
network shall consider it as a request to perform an inter-system handover to UTRAN Iu mode, as described in TS 
23.009 [114] subclause 14.2.  

The bearer compatibility checking in the network is according to 5.3.4.2.1. 

If the MS requested for an analogue multimedia call with fallback to speech, or for a UDI/RDI multimedia call with 
fallback and service change, and the network accepts the call, the network has the following options for the inclusion of 
bearer capability IEs in the CALL PROCEEDING message: 

- if the network accepts the requested analogue multimedia call and supports fallback to speech, both multimedia 
and speech bearer capability IEs shall be included; 

- if the network accepts the requested UDI/RDI multimedia call and supports fallback and service change, both 
multimedia and speech bearer capability IEs shall be included. The order of the bearer capability IEs determines 
the preferred service, and the network may reverse the order of these IEs (see 3GPP TS 23.172 [97], 
subclause 4.2.1); 

- if the network accepts a multimedia (only) call, a multimedia bearer capability IE shall be included; 

- if the network accepts a speech (only) call, a speech bearer capability IE shall be included; 

- for a UDI/RDI multimedia call, if the network accepts the requested speech call and supports service change, 
both multimedia and speech bearer capability IEs shall be included. The order of the bearer capability IEs 
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determines the preferred service, and the network may reverse the order of these IEs (see 3GPP TS 23.172 [97], 
subclause 4.2.1); 

- if the network received a UDI/RDI multimedia bearer capability IE with FNUR equal to 32kbit/s and a speech 
bearer capability IE in the SETUP message, the network shall not release the call, but shall reply with one 
bearer capability IE only, as specified in 3GPP TS 23.172 [97]. 

NOTE: Service change and fallback for UDI/RDI multimedia calls is not supported with Fixed Network User 
Rate set to 32 kbit/s (see 3GPP TS 23.172 [97]). 

If the MS requested for a multimedia call only, and the network accepts the call, the network shall always include a 
single multimedia bearer capability IE in the CALL PROCEEDING message. 

The originating user shall determine (possibly by pre-configuration of the terminal) whether a digital connection is 
required or if the call will be an analog modem call. If the call is expected to be digital the multimedia bearer capability 
IE parameter ITC is set to UDI/RDI. In an analog call the multimedia bearer capability IE parameter ITC is set to 
"3,1 kHz audio ex PLMN". Additionally required modem type is indicated (Other Modem Type = V.34). 

5.3.6.2.1.1 Fallback 

If the network, during the setup of an H.324-call, detects that the transit network or the called end does not support an 
H.324 call (e.g. because of a failure in the modem handshaking in case of an analogue multimedia call), then the 
network initiates the in-call modification procedure (see subclause 5.3.4.3) towards the MS to modify the call mode to 
speech, if the MS had included a speech bearer capability IE in the SETUP message. 

In case of a UDI/RDI multimedia call with service change and fallback, if the network detects that the called end does 
not support speech, then it initiates an in-call modification procedure towards the MS to modify the call mode to 
multimedia, if the first bearer capability IE was for a speech call. 

5.3.6.2.2 Mobile terminating multimedia call  

At call setup the required call type, 3G-324M, is indicated by the network in the SETUP message, with the bearer 
capability IE parameter. Other Rate Adaptation set to 'H.223 and H.245'. ITC is either '3,1 kHz audio ex PLMN' or 
'UDI/RDI'. 

For analogue multimedia, if the network supports fallback to speech and the subscriber has subscription to speech, two 
bearer capability IEs, multimedia first and speech as the second BC are included in the SETUP message. The network 
shall indicate fallback to speech by these two BC IEs and the associated Repeat Indicator set to "support of fallback". 

For UDI/RDI multimedia, if the network supports fallback and service change, and the subscriber has subscription to 
speech, two bearer capability IEs, with the first BC as the preferred service are included in the SETUP message. The 
network shall indicate service change and fallback by these two BC IEs and the associated Repeat Indicator set to 
"service change and fallback". 

If the bearer capability IE received from the MS indicates no A/Gb mode support for the requested bearer service, the 
network shall consider it as a request to perform an inter-system handover to UTRAN Iu mode, as described in TS 
23.009 [114] subclause 14.2.  

The bearer capability IE(s) may (in the case of the single numbering scheme) be missing from the SETUP message. 

The bearer compatibility checking in the MS is according to 5.3.4.2.2. 

The MS shall indicate the supported call type(s) in the CALL CONFIRMED message, which is the acknowledgement 
to SETUP. If the network offered an analogue multimedia call with fallback to speech, or a UDI/RDI multimedia call 
with fallback and service change, the MS has the following options for the inclusion of bearer capability IEs in the 
CALL CONFIRMED message: 

- if the MS/user accepts the offered analogue multimedia call and supports fallback to speech, both multimedia 
and speech bearer capability IEs shall be included; 

- if the MS/user accepts the offered UDI/RDI multimedia call, and supports fallback and service change, both 
multimedia and speech bearer capability IEs shall be included. The order of the BC IEs determines the preferred 
service, and the MS/user may reverse the order of these IEs; 
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- if the MS/user accepts the offered multimedia call, but does not support fallback or service change, only a 
multimedia bearer capability IE shall be included; 

- if the MS/user wishes a speech (only) call a speech bearer capability IE is included; 

- for a UDI/RDI multimedia call, if the MS/user accepts the offered speech call and supports service change, both 
speech and multimedia bearer capability IEs shall be included. The order of the BC IEs determines the preferred 
service, and the MS/user may reverse the order of these IEs. 

If the network offered a multimedia call only, and the MS/user accepts the call, the MS shall always include a single 
multimedia bearer capability IE in the CALL CONFIRMED message. 

If the SETUP contained no bearer capability IE the network shall perform compatibility checking of the CALL 
CONFIRMED message in the same way as the compatibility checking of the SETUP message in the mobile originating 
call case, described in subclause 5.3.6.2.1. 
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10.5.4.5 Bearer capability 

The purpose of the bearer capability information element is to describe a bearer service. The use of the bearer capability 
information element in relation to compatibility checking is described in annex B. 

The bearer capability information element is coded as shown in figure 10.5.88/3GPP TS 24.008 and 
tables 10.5.102/3GPP TS 24.008 to 10.5.115/3GPP TS 24.008. 

The bearer capability is a type 4 information element with a minimum length of 3 octets and a maximum length of 
16 octets. 
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Figure 10.5.88/3GPP TS 24.008 Bearer capability information element 

NOTE 1: The coding of the octets of the bearer capability information element is not conforming to ITU Q.931. 

An MS shall encode the Bearer Capability infomation element according to A/Gb mode call control requirements also if 
it is requesting for a service in Iu mode, with the following exceptions: 

1. A mobile station not supporting A/Gb mode and GERAN Iu mode for the requested bearer service shall set 
the following parameters to the value "0": 
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- Maximum number of traffic channels (octet 6e, bits 1-3) 
- Acceptable Channel coding(s) (octet 6e, bits 4, 5 and 7) 

2. Furthermore, a mobile station not supporting A/Gb mode and GERAN Iu mode for the requested bearer 
service shall also set the following parameters to the value "0", if the respective octets have to be included in 
the bearer capability information element according to subclause 10.5.4.5.1 and 3GPP TS 27.001 [36]: 
- UIMI, User initiated modification indication (octet 6f, bits 5-7) 
- Acceptable Channel Codings extended (octet 6g, bits 5-7) 

For UTRAN Iu mode the following parameters are irrelevant for specifying the radio access bearer, because multiple 
traffic channels (multislot) are not deployed, see 3GPP TS 23.034 [104]. However, the parameters if received, shall be 
stored in the MSC, and used for handover to A/Gb or GERAN Iu mode: 
- Maximum number of traffic channels (octet 6e, bits 1-3) 
- Acceptable Channel coding(s) (octet 6e, bits 4, 5 and 7) 
- UIMI, User initiated modification indication (octet 6f, bits 5-7) 
- Acceptable Channel Codings extended (octet 6g, bits 5-7) 

NOTE 2: The following parameters are relevant in UTRAN Iu mode for non transparent data calls for deciding 
which RLP version to negotiate in order to avoid renegotiation of RLP version in case of inter-system 
handover from UTRAN Iu mode to A/Gb or GERAN Iu mode, see 3GPP TS 24.022 [9]: 
- Maximum number of traffic channels (octet 6e, bits 1-3) 
- Wanted air interface user rate (octet 6f, bits 1- 4) 
- UIMI, User initiated modification indication (octet 6f, bits 5-7). 
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